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RS SOLO Standard Panther Threaded

Strasser RS SOLO Standard Panther Threaded .308 WinStock Code: cat07778
Orientation: Right Hand Stock
Calibre: .308 Win
Mechanism: Straight Pull
Barrel Length: 22"
Style: Centre Fire
Choke1: None
Choke2: None
Moderator: None
Scope: None
This stunning rifle sets a new milestone in gun history with its high-tech engineering, extremely safe
construction, ergonomically correct operating controls, simple, traditional lines, smallest
manufacturing tolerances and use of the best materials available.
The STRASSER RS 05 straight-pull rifle is available in different versions which differentiate in quality
of wood and engraving coverage
Strasser RS 05 Consul I
Grade 3 walnut
Side-plates with walnut inlay
Black Receiver

Details
Foolproof barrel installation - every time
The STRASSER RS 05 straight-pull offers as factory standard easy calibre changes through barrel
replacement via hydraulic barrel clamping.
With this novel system patent pending, the barrel is held in the receiver ring by constant,

circumferential hydraulic force.
Unlike other systems using simple clamping bolts, the barrel is held with a constant uniform presure.
This is a system that guarantees the same clamping pressure for a perfect return to zero every time
- without the use of a torque wrench.
One for all - calibre changes made easy
The STRASSER RS 05 is designed and constructed for all hunting situations and functions safely and
reliably with all calibres.
Its unique locking flap makes changing bolt heads simple, even for untrained users. Bolt heads for
standard and magnum calibres are available.
Ergonomic design for optimal convenience
The STRASSER RS 05 proves its superiority in every detail, even to include the magazine nchange.
Two lightly convex release buttons on each side of the receiver housing are so placed that, when
pressed simultaneously, the magazine can only fall into your waiting hand.
A gun is only as good as its trigger...
The STRASSER RS 05 has solved the trigger problem with a patented solution found nowhere else.
The trigger group can be removed without the use of tools. Its combination single-single-stageset
trigger can be set to three pull weights between 800 and 2500 grams - naturally without the use of
tools.
At the proper trigger setting, even cold-numbed fingers can pull off a sure shot on those difficult
winter hunts.
The set trigger can be adjusted to a pull weight of 100-200g.
The trigger is automatically unset as soon as the bolt is opened, more proof of the full safety on the
STRASSER RS 05.
Leave nothing to chance with an integral scope mount.
The STRASSER RS 05 is configured for our proprietary three-point ball-seat telescopic sight mount.
Based upon the sphere, the most perfect form in the universe, this mount lays extremely low and
always returns to zero. Only one hand is required to remove or replace the
Technical data
Calibres
Mini calibres MIN .222 Rem., .223 Rem.
Standard calibres STA .243 Win., 6,5x55 SE, 6,5x65 RWS, .270 Win., 7x64, .308 Win., .30-06, 8x57 IS,
8,5x63, 9,3x62
Magnum calibres MAG 7mm Rem. Mag., 300 Win. Mag.
Magazine capacity
Mini and Standard calibres 3 cartridges, magnum calibres 2 cartridges
Magazine for driven hunts standard calibres 6 cartridges, magnum calibres 5 cartridges
Barrel length
Mini and Standard calibres 56cm 22, magnum calibres 60cm 24
Overall length
Mini and Standard calibres 108cm 42, magnum calibres 112cm 44
Weight
Mini and Standard calibres 3.1-3.2kg 6-7lb, magnum calibres 3.2-3.3kg 7-7lb
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